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ABSTRACT 

 

Keith, D.M., Sameoto, J.A., Keyser, F.M., and Andrushchenko, I. 2022. Quantifying the 
effectiveness  of two time-area closures on Georges Bank: A synthesis of available evidence. 
Can. Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 3456: v + 16 p. 

 
In an effort to protect spawning distributions of Atlantic Cod (Gadus morhua) and Yellowtail 

Flounder (Limanda ferruginea) two time-area closures of the Canadian Offshore Scallop 

Fishery (COSF) were implemented in the mid 2000s on Georges Bank (GB). The objectives of 

the Atlantic Cod closure included both a reduction in by-catch and less disruption of spawning 

Atlantic Cod. For the Yellowtail closure, the objective was to reduce by-catch of Yellowtail 

Flounder. This report summarizes the current state of knowledge of the effectiveness of these 

closures. Analysis of discards from the COSF indicates that total discards and discard rates 

have declined substantially over the last decade; however, the likely primary drivers of these 

declines are changes in how the COSF operated (the annual fishery effort declined by 

approximately 50% since 2006) and declines of the biomass of the two groundfish stocks over 

this time. Subsequent spatiotemporal species distribution modelling of Atlantic Cod and 

Yellowtail Flounder on GB indicates that the size of the core area during spawning for both 

stocks was approximately an order of magnitude larger than the size of the time-area closures. 

Overall, the evidence suggests that 1) the spatial and temporal extent of these closures were 

insufficient to significantly reduce discards for either Cod or Yellowtail Flounder stocks during 

spawning and 2) both closures protect a relatively small proportion of the total core area during 

spawning on the Canadian portion of GB. Improvements to the closures design and/or 

alternative strategies are likely required to further protect the spawning aggregations of these 

groundfish stocks. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

 

Keith, D.M., Sameoto, J.A., Keyser, F.M., and Andrushchenko, I. 2022. Quantifying the 
effectiveness  of two time-area closures on Georges Bank: A synthesis of available evidence. 
Can. Tech. Rep. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 3456: v + 16 p. 

 
Dans le but de protéger les aires de frai de la morue franche (Gadus morhua) et de la limande à 

queue jaune (Limanda ferruginea), deux fermetures spatio-temporelles de la pêche hauturière 

du pétoncle au Canada (PHPC) ont été mis en place au milieu des années 2000 sur le banc 

Georges (BG). Les objectifs de la fermeture de la morue franche comprenaient la réduction 

des prises accessoires de morue franche et une diminution des perturbations à la période 

du frai. Pour la fermeture de la limande à queue jaune, l’objectif était de réduire les prises 

accessoires de limande à queue jaune. Ce rapport résume l’état actuel des connaissances 

sur l’efficacité de ces fermetures. L’analyse des prises accessoires de la PHPC indique que 

les prises accessoires totales et les taux de prises accessoires ont considérablement diminué 

au cours de la dernière décennie; cependant, le principal facteur probable de ces déclins est 

attribuable aux changements dans le fonctionnement de la PHPC (l’effort de pêche annuel 

a diminué d’environ 50 % depuis 2006) et les baisses de la biomasse des deux espèces de 

poisson de fond au cours de cette période. La modélisation spatio-temporelle subséquente de 

la distribution des espèces de morue franche et la limande à queue jaune sur le BG indique que 

la taille de la zone principale pendant le frai pour les deux stocks était approximativement un 

ordre de grandeur plus grande que la taille des fermetures spatio-temporelles. Dans 

l’ensemble, les preuves suggèrent que 1) l’étendue spatiale et temporelle de ces fermetures 

était insuffisante pour réduire de manière significative les prises accidentelles des stocks de 

morue franche et de limande à queue jaune pendant le frai et 2) les deux fermetures protègent 

une proportion relativement faible de la zone principale totale pendant le frai sur la portion 

canadienne du BG. Des améliorations dans la conception des fermetures et/ou des stratégies 

alternatives sont probablement nécessaires pour mieux protéger les bancs de reproducteurs de 

ces stocks de poissons de fond. 
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1 Background 

 

Georges Bank (GB) has historically been home to some of the most productive fisheries in the 

world as well as a wealth of other natural resources (Backus and Bourne 1987). In the 1960s 

and 1970s, numerous countries had large unsustainable fisheries in the region, but with the 

expansion of territorial seas to 200 miles offshore in 1977, control of resource exploitation 

(e.g. fisheries) on GB fell under the jurisdiction of the United States (U.S.) and Canada (Halliday 

and Pinhorn 1996; Anderson 1998). The final demarcation of the Canadian and U.S. territorial 

waters on GB was implemented with an International Court of Justice (ICJ) decision in 1984. 

Historically, GB supported substantial groundfish fisheries including Atlantic Cod (Gadus 

morhua), Atlantic Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), Yellowtail Flounder (Limanda 

ferruginea) and numerous other species (Anderson 1998). As observed throughout the 

northwest Atlantic, the biomass of Atlantic Cod on GB declined significantly in the early 1990s 

and there has been little evidence for recovery of this stock since this collapse (Andrushchenko 

et al. 2018). Between the 1970s and the 1990s, the biomass of Yellowtail Flounder on GB was 

low, but evidence of a rapid recovery of this stock in the early 2000s resulted in several years 

of directed fishing. However, this recovery was short lived and the biomass of this stock has 

been near historical lows for the last decade (Legault and McCurdy 2018). While the biomass 

of Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail Flounder remains low, both Atlantic Haddock and Sea Scallop 

(Placopecten magellanicus) have experienced prolonged periods of relatively high productivity 

during this time; with Sea Scallop being one of the most lucrative fisheries on GB over the last 

two decades (Stokesbury 2002; Hart et al. 2013; DFO 2019a; Finley et al. 2019). 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has implemented various measures to protect the Atlantic 

Cod and Yellowtail Flounder stocks on GB. There is a full closure of the Canadian portion of GB 

to the Canadian Groundfish Otter-trawl fishery that begins in early February and runs until the 

end of May. This groundfish closure results in the complete exclusion of this fishery from the 

Canadian portion of GB. The management of the Groundfish Otter-trawl Fishery closure has 

varied over time, resulting in a number modifications to this closure (Anderson 1998). 

There are also seasonal closures of the Canadian Offshore Scallop Fishery (COSF) on a portion 

of GB (Figure 1). These time-area closures limit the area in which this fishery can operate during 

February and March [Atlantic Cod closure; DFO (2019b)] and June [Yellowtail Flounder closure; 

DFO (2014)]. For the initial COSF Atlantic Cod closure, DFO Science was asked to address 

two objectives, ‘identify opportunities for scallop fishery area/time closures that may reduce 

bycatch of Atlantic Cod and disruption of spawning behavior’ and to ‘suggest practical protocols 

for determining the time of closure’ (DFO 2006). For the Yellowtail closure, the initial objective 

was to ‘identify opportunities for scallop fishery area/time closures that may reduce bycatch of 

Yellowtail Flounder’ (DFO 2007). 
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Figure 1. Map of the primary fishing banks of the Canadian Offshore Scallop Fishery (COSF). The light 
grey polygons indicate the primary scallop banks which are regularly fished by the COSF. In the inset the 
grey polygon is the main study area on Georges Bank and the darker grey polygons indicate a cell that 
has been closed at least once since 2006. The green line represents the north-south division of the 
fishing area on Georges Bank. The numbers inside the cells indicate the total number of times a cell has 
been closed (as of 2018). While relatively   infrequent, a given cell can be closed twice in a single year, 
once during the Cod closure and once during the Yellowtail closure. These counts represent COSF 
closures for Atlantic Cod during February and March since 2006; and the COSF closures of Yellowtail 
Flounder in June since 2007. Red lines indicate the Canadian exclusive economic zone boundary. 
Adapted from  Keith et al. (2020). 

 
Until recently, there had be no evaluation of the effectiveness of the Cod and Yellowtail closures 

in meeting their conservation objectives. This changed when the results of a DFO funded 

Strategic Program for Ecosystem-based Research and Advice (SPERA) project entitled 

“Evaluating the effectiveness of time-area closures” became available. The objective of this 

report is to synthesize the results of this SPERA project and summarize the current state of 

knowledge of the effectiveness of the COSF time-area closures for Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail 

Flounder. This report is intended to be a summary and further details can be found in Keith et al. 

(2020); Keith et al. (In press). 

 

 
2 Science Summary 

 

Keith et al. (2020) used a combination of fishery independent and fishery dependent data 

from the COSF to assess the socio-economic (fishery) impact of the time-area closures and 

to evaluate the effectiveness of these closures in achieving their conservation objectives during 
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the closure era (2006-2018). The authors addressed three questions that are relevant to this 

synthesis: 1) do the closures displace the COSF from areas that would be fished?; 2) do the 

closures impact the ability of the COSF to reach the total allowable catch (TAC) of scallop?; and 

3) do the seasonal discard patterns indicate an impact of the closures? Questions 1) and 2) were 

focused on quantifying the impact of the closures on the behaviour of the COSF, while question 

3) was focused on quantifying the effectiveness of the closures to achieve their conservation 

objectives. 

The results of Keith et al. (2020) also highlighted the need for a better understanding of the 

spatio-temporal distributions of the GB Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail Flounder stocks in relation 

to the location and timing of the time-area closures. Building on the initial research of Keith et 

al. (2020), a Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat (CSAS) Advisory Process meeting was 

held (November 2020) in which changes in the distribution of these stocks and the overlap of 

the stock distributions with these closures were quantified (Keith et al. In press). For the present 

synthesis, the results from the Canadian Research Vessel (RV) Winter survey are used for the 

Atlantic Cod analysis, and the results from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Spring 

survey are used for the Yellowtail Flounder analysis. These surveys are used because they occur 

approximately at the same time as the Cod Closure (RV Winter survey) and the Yellowtail closure 

(NMFS Spring survey). 

 
 

2.1 Do the closures displace the COSF? 

 
From Keith et al. (2020), in the closure era, the average fishing effort across the bank in the 

month before the Cod closure was active (January) was not significantly different than the effort 

on the bank during the closure (Figure 2). In the month following the Cod closure (April) effort 

was elevated relative to the previous periods, in addition, effort was sometimes higher in the 

closure cells than across the bank, but due to the large inter-annual variability of effort inside the 

closure cells this difference was not statistically significant (Figure 2). This evidence indicated 

that Cod closure cells did occasionally experience above average scallop fishing effort in the 

month following the closure, thus there was evidence of some temporal displacement of the 

COSF when this closure was active. 

For the Yellowtail closure cells during the closure era, the effort in the month before the closure 

was active (May) was significantly higher across the bank than inside the closure cells (Figure 2). 

The effort on the bank when the Yellowtail closure was active (June) was not significantly 

different from either the month before or the month after (July). Effort in July was typically higher 

on the bank than inside the closure, but due to the large inter-annual variability of effort inside 

the closure this difference was marginally significant (Figure 2). This evidence indicated that the 

Yellowtail closure cells rarely experienced above average scallop fishing effort, thus there was 

little evidence for any substantial temporal displacement of the COSF when this closure was 

active. 
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Figure 2. The COSF effort (hours x km-2 x day−1) in the month before the closure, during,       and after the 
closure. Triangles represent the bank-wide effort while the circles represent the effort inside the closures, 
error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals; a) Cod closures, b) Yellowtail closures. Adapted from Keith 
et al. (2020). 

2.2 Do the closures impact the ability of the COSF to reach the TAC? 

 
As demonstrated in Keith et al. (2020), the overall annual effort for the COSF has declined in the 

closure era, while the relative percentage of effort on GB increased slightly (Figure 3). Despite 

the increased importance of GB relative to the other offshore scallop banks (see Figure 1 for 

the location of the other offshore scallop banks), the total annual effort on GB over the last 

decade has declined by approximately 50% from the pre-closure era. The cumulative landings 

on GB indicated that 90% of the total annual landings were reached almost a month earlier in 

the closure era (Figure 4). Taken together, this evidence indicates that during the closure era the 

COSF was able to reach TAC earlier in the season with less effort than during the pre-closure 

era, thus there was no evidence that the closures impacted the ability of the COSF to reach TAC. 
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Figure 3. Monthly COSF VMS effort by bank (GB represents Georges Bank) across years before and                                          after 
closures were introduced. Absolute VMS effort (a, b) and proportion of total monthly VMS effort (c, d). 
The error-bars represent 1 standard deviation from the mean and are intended to indicate the relative 
annual variability by month in each era. The shaded regions represent the Atlantic Cod (grey) and 
Yellowtail Flounder (blue) closure months. Adapted from Keith et al. (2020). 
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Figure 4. Cumulative proportion of total scallop landings caught by month in the pre-closure (2000-2005) 
and closure (2006-2018) eras on Georges Bank. The pre-closure era is in orange, closure era in red and 
the shaded region represents the 95% confidence interval for each era. The shaded regions represent 
the Cod (grey) and Yellowtail (blue) closure months. The red values along the top of the figure indicate 
the average proportion of landings in a given month during the closure era, the orange values along the 
bottom are for the pre-closure era. Adapted from Keith et al. (2020). 
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2.3 Do the discard patterns indicate an impact of the closures? 

 
Keith et al. (2020) found that there was an order of magnitude decline in the annual total discards 

for both groundfish stocks during the closure era (the discard analysis used data from 2007-2018 

collected in the observer monitoring program). For Atlantic Cod, the yearly discard total declined 

from 100 tonnes in 2007 to 7.9 tonnes in 2018, while for Yellowtail Flounder the discards declined 

from 92 tonnes to 3.4 tonnes in this same period. The monthly discards were above average 

in the month immediately before, during, and in the month immediately after the closures were 

active for both stocks (Figure 5). 

The monthly discards, the proportion of total discards, and the discard rates for Atlantic Cod were 

elevated during the months in which the Cod closure was active (Figure 5a,c,e). The discard rate, 

which is a direct measure of the frequency of interaction between the COSF and Atlantic Cod, 

exhibited a slightly different pattern than the discard estimates, with the discard rate of Atlantic 

Cod peaking in January and remaining above the median for the year from January through April 

(Figure 5e). 

The monthly discard estimate of Yellowtail Flounder peaked in April and May (Figure 5b); this 

result was highly influenced by the discards observed between 2007 and 2010. The proportion of 

the total annual Yellowtail Flounder discards and the discard rates also peaked in April and May 

and these metrics remained elevated in June and July (Figure 5d,f). The combination of elevated 

discard rates and fishery effort (Figure 3) during these months resulted in the strong seasonal 

signal in the discards of Yellowtail Flounder. 
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Figure 5. Observed monthly a) Atlantic Cod prorated total discards, b) Yellowtail Flounder prorated total 
discards, c) Atlantic Cod proportional discards, d) Yellowtail Flounder proportional discards, e) Atlantic 
Cod discard rate anomalies, and f) Yellowtail Flounder discard rate anomalies on Georges Bank. Data 
used were from 2007-2018. Proportions in c) and d) are of the total annual discards from the COSF on 
Georges Bank in a given year. Anomalies in e) and f) are calculated as a proportion of the annual 
median discard rate (e.g. a value of 2.5 represents a discard rate that is 2.5 times larger than the 
median monthly discard rate for that species in a specific year). The numbers represent the year of 
observation. The model trend is represented by the black line and the 95% confidence interval is the 
shaded area around this line. The highlighted months represent the month in which the respective 
closures were active.   Adapted from Keith et al. (2020). 
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2.4 Species Distribution Modelling 

 
Keith et al. (In press) developed spatiotemporal species distribution models for Atlantic Cod and 

Yellowtail Flounder on GB; these models were used to quantify shifts in the distribution of both 

stocks. The likelihood of encountering (Occurrence Probability; OP) Atlantic Cod in the Winter 

(data shown is from the RV survey starting in 1987) was elevated on all but the most southern 

portion of GB in the late 1980s, but in the early 1990s there was an abrupt decline in the OP 

throughout much of the U.S. portion of GB, while OP remained elevated in a larger portion of 

Canadian waters and in the area straddling the ICJ line (Figure 6). For Yellowtail Flounder in 

the Spring (data shown is from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) spring survey 

starting in 1970), the highest OP region straddled the ICJ line (Figure 7). A second region along 

the western border of the bank also had an elevated OP and appeared to be connected to the 

region straddling the ICJ line via a narrow band of elevated OP with varying width. The size of 

the elevated OP area for Yellowtail Flounder declined in the late 1980s and early 1990s; it then 

increased over the next decade and has been relatively stable thereafter (Figure 7). 

The Atlantic Cod closure has included at least 200 km2 of core area (cells in which OP 0.75) 

and at least 80% of the closure has been core area for Atlantic Cod during spawning (Figure 8). 

Despite this, the small size of this closure resulted in these closures accounting for less than 8% 

of the core area within Canadian waters (Figure 8). The core area within the Yellowtail Flounder 

closures has been at least 125 km2. Similar to the Cod closures, less than 8% of the total core 

area within Canadian waters is accounted for by the Yellowtail Flounder closures (Figure 8). 

The results of the species distribution modelling indicated that Canadian waters include a 

substantial proportion of the core area of both the Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail Flounder stocks 

on GB. The location of the Cod and Yellowtail closures overlapped with the core area of these 

stocks, but the size of these closures generally included less than 8% of the total core area found 

in Canadian waters. This, in conjunction with the results from Keith et al. (2020), suggests that 

these closures are too small to effectively meet their objectives of reducing discards during the 

spawning periods of these two stocks. 
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Figure 6. Predicted occurrence probability for Atlantic Cod in each era during the Winter (RV survey). Adapted from Keith et al. (In press). 
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Figure 7. Predicted occurrence probability for Yellowtail Flounder in each era during the Spring (NMFS-spring survey). Adapted from Keith et al. 
(In press). 
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Figure 8. The core area located within the COSF Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail Flounder closures during 
spawning for each species. Panel a) represents the total core area by year for each closure, b) is the 
proportion of the closure with core area. Panel c) is the proportion of the total core area within Canadian 
waters that is located within the closure. The green line represents the Atlantic Cod within the Cod 
closure and the black line represents Yellowtail Flounder within the Yellowtail closure. Adapted from 
Keith et al. (In press). 

 

 
3 Discussion 

 

3.1 Discard Analyses 

 
If the time-area closures were effective in reducing discards, an anomalous decline in the discard 

metrics would be expected during the period in which the closures were active, however, this was 
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not observed. When the closures were active the discard rates remained above average and 

similar to the months before and after they were active. Additionally, above average proportions 

of the total annual discards were frequently observed in the months the closures were active. 

More than 30% of the total annual discards occurred when the Cod closures were active 

in 8 of the 15 years. For the Yellowtail closure, more than 15% of the total annual discards 

were observed in June, when this closure was active, in 6 of the 14 years, and five of these 

occurrences were observed between 2015 and 2020. Although it is possible that discards while 

the closures were active may have been higher during the closure era had the closures not been 

in place, we cannot draw this conclusion due to the lack of baseline observer data from the pre- 

closure era (Keith et al. 2020). 

The observed temporal patterns in discard metrics are in agreement with the historically 

observed spawning patterns for both stocks. Atlantic Cod spawning aggregations are believed 

to last from November to May with a peak in February and March, while Yellowtail Flounder 

spawning is thought to last from April to August with a peak in May and June (O’Brien et al. 

1993). However, discard metrics were elevated in the months before, during, and after the 

closures were active and the peak discard metrics were generally observed the month before 

or after the closures were active. These results indicate that the duration of each closure was 

insufficient to provide protection for the duration of the peak spawning season. The weight of 

evidence from the discard metrics suggests that the efficacy of the current closure design in 

reducing by-catch is limited and that the timing of the closure could be improved. 

Despite the apparent limited efficacy of the current design of the time-area closures, during 

the closure era the discards of both Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail Flounder in the scallop fishery 

have declined by an order of magnitude. In contrast to the above evidence, this would suggest 

that these closures were effective. However, the effort in the scallop fishery has been in decline 

over this time, with the annual effort in recent years (2014-2020) approximately 50% lower than 

the effort in the pre-closure era (2000-2005). In addition, gear modifications within the COSF 

during the study period may have resulted in increased escapement of groundfish (McIntyre et 

al. 2006; DFO 2008). Finally, since the introduction of these closures the biomass of Atlantic 

Cod in the region has been low (Andrushchenko et al. 2016). The lack of recovery of other cod 

stocks in the Northwest Atlantic have been linked to elevated rates of natural mortality (Benoît 

et al. 2011; Neuenhoff et al. 2018). Elevated mortality, despite a decline in fishing mortality, 

has been suggested as a factor inhibiting the recovery of Atlantic Cod and additional fisheries 

management measures may be required to facilitate its rebuilding (Andrushchenko et al. 2018). 

Similarly, the biomass of Yellowtail Flounder on GB is currently near historically low levels. 

Despite the Yellowtail closures being implemented in 2007, significant declines in Yellowtail 

Flounder biomass have continued (Stone et al. 2004; DFO 2007; Legault and Busawon 2016). 

This decline followed a rapid recovery in Yellowtail Flounder biomass in the early 2000’s on 

both the Canadian and U.S. portions of GB; the recovery was attributed to a decline in fishing 

mortality and favorable environmental conditions (Stone et al. 2004). While there have been 

a number of hypotheses postulated for the latest decline of this stock, given the decrease in 

Yellowtail Flounder discards from the scallop fisheries observed in both Canada and the U.S. 

(e.g. O’Keefe and DeCelles 2013), it seems unlikely that discards from the scallop fisheries 

contributed significantly to the decline and the ongoing lack of recovery during this period. 
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3.2 Spatial Analyses 

 
Spatiotemporal species distribution models of Cod and Yellowtail indicated that both closures 

likely only protect a small proportion of the core area within the COSF domain (Keith et al. In 

press). The location of the COSF time-area closures were determined, in part, using Science 

Advice that relied on both fishery dependent and independent data. The results of Keith et al. 

(In press) indicated that this methodology was generally successful in placing the closures 

within core areas (DFO 2014, 2019b). However, this study also indicated that the success of this 

methodology was due in large part to the high proportion of core area within Canadian waters 

(especially for Yellowtail Flounder). The methodology outlined in Keith et al. (In press) provides 

an alternative quantitative framework that could be used to identify the core area for each stock 

along with quantifying how frequently changes in the spatial distributions could be identified 

with existing survey data. In addition, Keith et al. (In press) indicated that the models for both 

stocks could predict the spatial distribution of each stock up to 3 years into the future. These 

predictions could be used when survey information is unavailable for a year, when Science 

Advice is required before survey information is available, or if multi-year Science Advice is 

required. 

 
 

3.3 Conclusions 

 
This report summarizes the current state of knowledge on the time-area closures of the COSF 

to protect spawning Atlantic Cod and Yellowtail Flounder. Overall, the evidence suggests that 1) 

the spatial and temporal extent of these closures were insufficient to significantly reduce discards 

for either Atlantic Cod or Yellowtail Flounder during spawning, and 2) both closures protect 

a relatively small proportion of the total core area during spawning on the Canadian portion 

of GB. While there has been a steady decline in the annual discards from the scallop fishery 

during the closure era, the drivers of this decline are likely unrelated to the closures themselves. 

Improvements to the closures’ design and/or alternative strategies are likely required to further 

protect the spawning aggregations of these groundfish stocks. 
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